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 Quiz 

     I- Vocabulary (20 Marks) 

A) Choose the correct answer from (a, b, c and d):                
1- A strict evidence ……………………. that the young man was innocent. 

    a- ranked             b- revealed              c- evolved      d- catch 

2-  Before you go to the exam, you should be………………………prepared.                                                                                         

   a. collectively  b. mentally              c. adversely               d. traditional 

3-  It's really…………when you expect so much and get so little. 

a. prominent            b. disappointing   c. zealous                   d. portable 

4- Salmiya is always crowded . The streets are often heavily with………….. traffic. 

  a. inexpensive   b. congested  c. sprawling                d. equestrian                                                    

II- Grammar (4 x 5 = 20 Marks) 

B) Do as shown in brackets :  
 

1. This is the school. I used to study.                       (Join Using : Where)  

a- This is the school where I used to study.  

b- Where this is the school I used to study.  

c-This is the school, I used to study where.  

2.  Change the channel.         

a- He asked me to change the channel.      

b- He asked me not to change the channel. 

c- He asked me to not change the channel.  
  

( Reported Speech)    

      3-The boys play chess weekly.      (change into passive)     

a- Chess is played weekly by the boys.  

b-Chess was played weekly by the boys.  

c- Chess is being played weekly by the boys.  

       4-They will give you a present if you succeed.   (change into passive) 

a- A present will be given to you if you succeed.  

              b-A present is given to you if you succeed.  

              c-A present is being given to you if you succeed.  
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III-Writing: (40 M) 
 

         Many people believe that media is really amazing, whereas others think that 

it is absolutely awful. In not less than (8 sentences) plan and write a paragraph 

about both points of view stating your own. 
 

The Outline  ( 5 marks) 

I- Introductory sentence: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

II- Supporting details: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

III- Concluding sentence: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Write Your paragraph Here  (35 Marks) 
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